
Heat indicators for instant information
No more guessing if your burners are turned on or off. LED Indicators clearly 
show if the knobs are turned on or off. And a useful residual heat indicator 
offers instant visual feedback on whether any pan supports are still hot.

Timer allows greater control
The hob comes complete with a convenient Minute Minder, allowing you to 
monitor the progress of your cooking and always stay in absolute control of the 
food you’re creating.

StepPower. For precise heat
Experience precision on the hob with StepPower controls. And produce 
consistently delicious dishes. The heat can be set at levels 1 to 9, with each 
ascending increment offering more power. Because exact settings mean 
outstanding results. 

Hob2Hood® automatically controls your cooker hood
The Hob2Hood® feature automatically activates the cooker hood when you 
turn on the hob. It also automatically and wirelessly adjusts functions such as 
fan speed to your cooking activities. So you can focus on cooking something 
tasty.

FlameLight - bright LED display for easy flame level selection
The bright FlameLight LEDs clearly display the gas output power levels from 1 
to 9, so you can confidently control the intensity of the flame every time you 
cook. The vivid LEDs also let you know when a burner is turned off or on.

Bright and Lucid LEDs—so you can clearly see what you’re doing
Cook with confidence and control as the bright LEDs of the FlameLight Gas 
Hob show you the flame power levels from 1 to 9. The LEDs also vividly show 
you whether a knob is turned on or off, and if pan supports are still hot after 
use.
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